#PerformNow – Singing Workshop
Singers easily loose 50% of their abilities when they perform in front of an audience.
No matter how good you sing in your bathroom, there is something new to practice
before you go on stage.

My goal is to help you identify what elements affect our public performance
as singers, give you tools to MENTALLY, PHYSICALLY and VOCALLY prepare, and
overall improve your performing skills.

Why should YOU be taking this workshop ?
This workshop is for you:
-

If you are a singer;

-

If you are willing to grow as a performer;

-

If you are ready to challenge your skills in a constructive positive environment;

-

If you are looking for hands-on, tools and guides you can use on your own
after the workshop to prepare your next performance.

Why performance matters to me?
I believe singing can make a better world. YES I DO. Because
-

Everyone has his/her voice and can make a difference if he/she makes it heard;

-

Singers have access to a unique instrument to share vibes and emotions;

-

That instrument is powerful, moving and universal, whatever the culture,
background, gender, language, color, age, …

Who am I?
My name is Violaine Dehin. I am a 40 years old singer and performer. I have an
extensive experience coaching singers into performance. I teach vocal technique as a
vocal coach at the Institute for Vocal Advancement.
Want to know more? http://www.a-way.be/ - community

When: Saturday August, 26, 9.30AM to 7.30PM
Where: 25 rue Félix Bovie 1050 Ixelles
C os t : 95€
How to apply ?
- Send me an email (d.violaine@gmail.com)
- Indicate your singing background and the title of one song you will be performing
during the workshop.
- Pay registration fee on a•way account number : BE95 7360 2069 9258

A•WAY
Rue Antoine Labarre, 47-49 - 1050 Ixelles
Num Entreprise : 0635.550.433
www.a-way.be

